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Discussion 
Respond to this unit’s discussion questions. Please answer each question completely. 
Your responses to the discussion question should be in the 100-150 word range (approximately 8-12 sentences). Of course, you are welcome to elaborate further.
Take time to review your classmates’ responses and reply with substantive comments. You should post comments to two or more classmates. 
Discussion topic: Reading Comprehension 
Unit 7 Discussion  Edward Jackson   1/29/2011 6:27:37 PM 
 
How does critical thinking relate to the reading comprehension process? Please share a few ways that students can use critical thinking in order to retain what they read. 
I think the critical thinking process relates to reading comprehension for two reasons. One, it allows the reader to save time by not having to reread the material over and over again. And two, it allows the reader to tackle more complex literary styles. A few great ways that students can use critical thinking skills to retain what they read are first previewing the material either by skimming through or reading indexes and chapter summaries (this will help them build a basic outline of what they need to know), as well as asking questions and returning answers throughout the reading process.

What strategies do you currently use for effective reading comprehension? After reading the three articles on reading comprehension and viewing the two websites in the learning activities, what strategies are you planning to add to your reading technique?
Strategies that I currently use are previewing the chapter first, making notes through my studies, reciting important terms and creating mock exams. As far as adding a new technique, I would like to add the entire SQ3R method. I think that particular technique is a complete study skill set.

How will the development of strong reading comprehension skills be a benefit to you within your chosen field? Provide a specific scenario.
I believe that developing a strong reading comprehension skill would allow me gain computer knowledge faster as I wouldn’t have to constantly be rereading the same material over and over again trying to understand it. And with this knowledge, I would use it to design and implement software, justify future promotions and reach my overall professional potential. 

--------------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student


RE: Unit 7 Discussion  Edward Jackson   1/30/2011 4:43:26 PM 
That is interesting you should ask about speed reading.  I tried it and felt like I was missing more than I was gaining.  I actually went through an official training course by Evelyn Wood and I still didn't feel like I was getting all the information.

--------------------------------------------------------------
Eddie Jackson
GOK - Liberal Studies/Philosophy student


